This paper deals with complexity classes P C and N P C , as they were introduced over the complex numbers by Blum, Shub and Smale [3] . Under the assumption P C = N P C the existence of non-complete problems in N P C , not belonging to P C , is established.
Introduction
In 1989 Blum, Shub and Smale introduced a computational model over arbitrary ring structures [3] . It especially results in a complexity theory over the complex numbers C as well as a complex analogue " P C = N P C ? " of the famous P = N P ? problem over the integers. One of the main parts in [3] is devoted to ask for the existence of N P C -complete problems. The main example is Hilbert's Nullstellensatz :
Definition 1 (Hilbert's Nullstellensatz). Let K be an algebraically closed field. The Hilbert-Nullstellensatz decision problem over K, denoted by HN K , is defined as :
Let f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be given polynomials , s, n ∈ N , deg f i = 2 Decide if there is a common zero x ∈ K n for all f i .
In the BSS-model over K, the computational cost of every algebraic operation as well as the size of any element in K is supposed to be 1. Under those assumptions, it was proven in [3] that HN K is N P K -complete.
Thus HN C represents the entire difficulty of class N P C ; it is solvable in polynomial time if and only if P C = N P C . In fact, most mathematicians assume P C = N P C , implying HN C not to allow efficient (i.e. polynomial time) algorithms (for a more intensive treatment of related results we refer the interested reader to the forthcoming book [2] as well as the survey paper [10] ).
However, except the above mentioned result only few things are known about the intrinsic structure of N P C if P C = N P C is assumed.
In the present paper we want to go a step into this direction and will show the Main Theorem . Assume P C = N P C . Then there is a decision problem in N P C \ P C that is not N P C -complete.
The theorem is not surprising in stating that, once leaving the class of N P C -complete problems, one will not give a direct jump into P C .
The proof is constructive, in the sense that we will describe exactly how to build a non-complete decision problem in N P C \ P C . This problem is not a natural one. Finding more natural non-complete problems may be an interesting task. We will discuss this question at the end of the paper.
Let us first briefly sketch the proof. The basic idea is to produce a noncomplete problem not in P C , starting from a complete one. That idea was given by Ladner in [8] . There the Turing-model analogue of the main theorem was established. See also [12] for a more general approach to obtain such kind of results over the integers.
Given a complete problem one will switch stepwise to an easier one by changing the problem "dimension-wise". Here we will start with HN C and then carefully construct another problem. On some input-dimensions it will still represent the HN C problem, whereas on the other dimensions it represents a trivial one.
However, Ladner's approach heavily relies on the fact that in the Turing setting the sets of P -and N P -machines are effectively countable. This is not at all the case for Blum-Shub-Smale (shortly BSS) -machines over C . We will circumvent the latter problem by using the following transfer principle given in [2] , chapter 6 :
Then there exist a constant c ∈ N as well as a machine M over Q solving
c (where T M (y) is the running time of M on y ).
The transfer principle enters into our considerations as follows. We first show the main theorem for the BSS-model over Q . This will be carried out in a similar way as Ladner's proof, but attention must be paid to several details like the enumeration of all P Q -machines. To this aim symbolic computations for dealing with algebraic numbers will be necessary. In that way we built up two subproblems of HN Q belonging to N P Q \ P Q . Then both subproblems are shown to be non-complete. This part also differs from Ladner's foregoing in that we do not need effective countability of N P Q machines.
We intend this paper to be self-contained. Therefore, we will present the whole construction over Q , even though readers being aware of [8] would be able to fill the remaining gaps by getting fewer details.
Finally, the above mentioned subproblems are extended to decision problems over N P C . The transfer principle guarantees them not to belong to P C , too. Furthermore, its special structure will ensure both of them not to be complete for N P C .
Sketch of the proof for Q
In this section we are going to outline the proof of the main theorem where C is replaced by Q . The proof itself is given in section 3.
Note that according to [3] HN Q is N P Q -complete. We will need :
There is a decision procedure for N P Q working in time s O(n) .
For more details, see [6] , [4] , [5] or [11] .
We chose dense representation for the system f that appears in the Hilbert Nullstellensatz. Therefore, its size S is greater than sn ≥ n log 2 (s) . Hence, the Hilbert Nullstellensatz can be solved in exponential time 2 O(S) with respect to the input size.
The idea is to start with HN Q and turn it into a more and more sparse problem. This will be done by changing the problem to look like the empty set over Q n for certain "input-dimensions" n :
Assume a fixed coding to be given for representing an instance of HN C resp. HN Q as element of some space C n or Q n (where n only depends on the number of polynomials and the number of variables). The coding is assumed to be dense. This means that polynomials are represented by the coefficients of all possible monomials that may appear. For instance, the size of the representation of 1 quadratic polynomial in 2 variables should be at least 6, regardless of zero coefficients.
The following definitions will be crucial for understanding the structure of the decision problems we have to build. Definition 2. Let K ∈ {Q, C}; for any strictly increasing sequence a := (a 1 , a 2 , . . .) of natural numbers let L K (a) be the following decision problem over K :
otherwise .
We call each of the subsets {a j , . . . , a j+1 } a cluster of the associated problem.
Definition 3. Two sequences (a) and (b) are said to have an exponential gap if and only if they are strictly increasing and :
Or again :
Let's make the preceding definition a little bit more clear. Assume (a) and (b) to have an exponential gap. Figure 1 indicates the according problems L K (a) and L K (b). A dotted line corresponds to those dimensions where a problem looks like the empty set, whereas a straight line stands for those dimensions where it corresponds to the HN K problem.
and (b) be two sequences of natural numbers having an exponential gap. If both
Apart from the fact that (a) and (b) have an exponential gap any inputted instance y for problem
This is due to the fact that between dimensions b 2i and b 2i+1 the input-as well as the "yes"-set of L K (b) by definition equal the empty set.
Applying a single exponential decision algorithm for HN Q to M (y) (cf. Theorem 2) will yield the right answer for M (y) -and hence for y in a polynomial number of steps with respect to size(y). Thus problem L K (a) would follow to belong to P K -contradicting the assumption.
The rest of Section 2 is devoted to explain informally how to produce two sequences (v) and (w) such that the conditions listed below hold true: i (v) and (w) have an exponential gap ii L Q (v) and L Q (w) both belong to class N P Q iii L Q (v) and L Q (w) both don't belong to P Q .
Clearly, if all three conditions are satisfied simultaneously, then according to Lemma 1 the main theorem over Q will follow.
Let's explain more explicitely how to reach this goal. The elements of sequences (v) and (w) are produced two at a time, through alternated steps. Each time a component v 2j+2 resp. w 2i has been defined condition (i) is enforced just by demanding the next component w 2j+1 resp. v 2i+1 to be at least exponentially far away. Of course this must be done by simultaneously respecting (ii) and (iii).
In order to guarantee (ii) and (iii) we take an effective enumeration p 1 , p 2 , . . . of all polynomial time machines over Q together with one of Q ∞ . "Effective"
here means that the enumeration can be produced by a BSS-machine over Q.
To this aim we will use symbolic computations over Q by representing algebraic numbers via minimal polynomials with rational coefficients. (In fact an ordinary Turing machine would suffice to perform this enumeration.)
The idea now is to define (v) and (w) such that for all i ∈ N machine p i computes a false answer on at least one input of dimension n where v 2i−1 ≤ n ≤ v 2i resp. w 2i−1 ≤ n ≤ w 2i . Note that if v 2i−1 or w 2i−1 are already defined there will always exist a v 2i resp. w 2i with that property: on the clusters {v 2i−1 , . . . , v 2i } and {w 2i−1 , . . . , w 2i } the problems L Q (v) and L Q (w) look like HN Q . Thus if v 2i and w 2i are chosen big enough the polynomial time machine p i will "believe" the above problems to equal HN Q except on a finite dimensional space; consequently it must commit a mistake.
The final task is to find the numbers v 2i and w 2i such that the resulting decision problems are members of N P Q . This can be gained in the following way: assume we already have defined v 1 , . . . , v 2i+1 as well as w 1 , . . . , w 2i satisfying : ( * ) the machines p 1 , . . . , p i all fail on problems L Q (v) and L Q (w) for at least one input of dimension ≤ v 2i+1 In order to fool the next machine p i+1 on a cluster {v 2i+1 , . . . , v 2i+2 } choose v 2i+2 big enough such that within v 2i+2 many steps one can perform the following program:
• Check condition ( * ) to be true (can be done inductively within v 2i+1 steps) ;
• Enumerate all possible inputs for HN Q of dimension at least v 2i+1 ;
• Simulate p i+1 on these inputs;
• Decide solvability of the given system and compare with the result of p i+1 ;
• As soon as an input-system is found on which p i+1 fails the program stops.
Note that even though the decision procedure in between may use exponential time with respect to the size of the given systems, we circumvent this problem by enlarging the cluster until v 2i+2 steps are sufficient to perform all the demanded operations. In a similar way the next cluster {w 2i+1 , . . . , w 2i+2 } is defined (ensuring w 2i+1 > 2 v2i+2 ). This construction especially yields condition ii). The according N P Q algorithms read as follows : Given any polynomial system by a code in some Q n , one has to check whether n belongs to one of the clusters. This can be done in polynomial time with respect to n. If "yes", the according L Q -problem on Q n corresponds to HN Q and a solution of the given system is guessed. If "no" reject the input.
Let's now present the formal construction of (v) and (w).
The main theorem over Q
The main result of this section is the following theorem :
Theorem 3 (main theorem over Q). Assume that P Q = N P Q . Then there are (we can construct) sequences (v) and (w) such that L Q (v) and L Q (w) are in N P Q \P Q , and both of them are not N P Q -complete.
Background : computing over algebraic extensions
An algebraic extension of Q may be defined by a primitive element ζ , or by the corresponding minimal polynomial
Elements of Q[ζ] are equivalence classes of Q[z] modulo a(z) , and can be represented by a polynomial of degree d − 1 with coefficients in Q.
A general theory of computing over algebraic extensions can be found in the review paper by Loos [7] .
Sum and subtraction can be performed as in Q[z] . The product of elements represented by b(z) and c(z) is b(z)c(z) mod a(z) . It can be performed by multiplying b(z) and c(z) in the usual way, and then performing the Euclidian algorithm.
Extended Euclidian algorithm can be used to compute division :
. Checking if b(ζ) is equal to zero (or not) is trivial. Therefore, a machine over Q, without order, can simulate a given machine p over an extension given by some a(z). It is also possible to check that a(z) is irreducible, for example using the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász algorithm (cf. [9] ).
In this paper, we will need to perform computations in Q[ζ 1 , ζ 2 ] . Given minimal polynomials of ζ 1 and ζ 2 over Q , one may find (algorithmically) a primitive element and a minimal polynomial of Q[ζ 1 , ζ 2 ] . See [7] , Theorem 6.
Computation with inputs in Q can be simulated using the very same techniques.
Timing a machine
One important ingredient to prove Theorem 3 is the simulation of a machine for a given number of steps. Thus we have to deal with BSS machines which additionally are able to count the number of steps they perform. The construction of such timed machines is straightforward and can be performed as in the discrete setting. Therefore without loss of generality we will assume machines to be timed whenever necessary.
Enumeration
Let A = {A 0 , . . .} and B = {B 0 , . . .} be countable sets.
The triangular enumeration of A × B is :
We will enumerate Q, Q 2 , Q 3 = Q 2 × Q this way. We may enumerate Q ∞ in the same way :
where 0, q 1 , q 2 , . . . enumerates Q.
The algebraic closure Q of the rationals may be enumerated by enumerating all extensions of Q through the minimal polynomials, together with the elements of the extension. One has to pay attention to the fact that the polynomial defining an extension should be irreducible.
One can enumerate Q ∞ in the same way. Finally, later on we need to enumerate BSS machines over Q together with polynomial time bounds n k , k ∈ N. This will be done as indicated above by taking A to be the set of all BSS machines over Q and B := N.
A machine to fool a polynomial time machine
Under our general hypothesis P Q = N P Q , we will construct a machine M over Q that will take as input :
• An integer r ∈ N, representing a polynomial time-bound size(x) r forp.
• An integer s ≥ m representing a total running time bound for M .
Machine M is used for the construction of the two decision problems we are looking for. The purpose of this machine is the following:
Since HN Q is N P Q -complete, it remains complete when restricted to inputs exceeding the fixed dimension m. The list p is supposed to represent a machine that is a candidate to decide this restricted HN Q in polynomial time bound size(x) r , where x is an input of size ≥ m . Thus there must exist an inputx, size(x) ≥ m such that p(x) does not provide the right answer to the HN Q problem for inputx. Machine M will check, whether both such anx exists up to dimension s and can be found within s steps.
Let us explain more precisely the way M works: Consider an input (m, p, r, s) and s ≥ m. We suppose M to be timed. As soon as the procedure described below has performed more than s steps machine M stops. In that case it returns the answer TIMEOUT indicating, that up to dimension s no inputx satisfying the above conditions exists.
As long as less than s steps have been executed M behaves as follows:
1. Enumerate all possible inputs belonging to Q ∞ of size at least m; let x be the actually enumerated element.
2. Simulate machine p for at most size(x) r many steps on input x.
3. Simulate a decision procedure for HN Q on input x. Note that M (m, p, r, s) =TIMEOUT indicates the impossibility to fool (p, r) in the above sense on HN Q for an input of size at least m and at most s. On the other hand if M returns c ≤ s there exists anx ∈ Q c of size at least m such that p(x) differs from the correct answer of HN Q (x) and this difference can be shown by algorithm M in ≤ c steps.
We finally remark that in step 4 different answers comparing the simulation under 2 and 3 can be obtained either if the computation of p(x) cannot be finished within size(x) r many steps or both simulations are completed, but with different results.
Remark. Because of our assumption P Q = N P Q machine M will always end up with a suitable dimension c ≤ s if s is large enough.
3.5 A machine to produce (v) and (w) up to s Next we will use machine M to construct another machine N that will produce sequences (v) and (w) in the following way : Given an input s ∈ N, all v j < s and w j < s will be computed. Sequences (v) and (w) do not depend on s. Furthermore :
• Sequences (v) and (w) have an exponential gap.
• Machines p 1 , . . . p i are fooled (in the sense of the previous section) for inputs of size in :
and also for inputs of size in :
• The running time of N is polynomial in s.
Machine N is defined as explained now :
As input it gets a natural number s; for the first cluster of sequence (v) we set v 1 := 1. As long as those values v 2i and w 2i already computed do not exceed s the following algorithm is performed for i = 0, 1, . . . :
1. Enumerate all BSS machines over Q together with a natural number representing a polynomial time bound; let (p, r) be the actually enumerated element.
2. Let v 2i+2 be the result of M (v 2i+1 , p, r, s). The comparisons like v 2i+3 > s can be performed without any order relation available, because it is assumed that the values involved are integers. The time bound for each comparison is O(s).
Exponential gap, and also the fact that machines p 1 , . . . , p i are fooled follows from the construction of machine M.
Running-time of each call to M is bounded by s, so the time bound (O(s 2 )) follows.
Proof of Theorem 3
According to the previous subsections, given s, one may compute in polynomial time (in s) the largest v i and w i < s. This implies that :
Proof. Given input x, set s = size(x). We may use machine N to compute the largest v i (resp. w i ) such that v i < s (resp. w i < s).
If i is even,
. This is known to be in
Proof. This follows from the above construction : eventually, every machine p will appear in machine N , and it will be fooled at some time, inside a HN Qcluster. Therefore, L Q (v) (resp. L Q (w)) cannot belong to P Q .
According to Lemma 1 we proved that L Q (v) and L Q (w) both are not N P Qcomplete. We also know that L Q (v) ∈ N P Q \P Q . Therefore, Theorem 3 is proved.
The main theorem over C
We are now ready to prove our :
Main Theorem . Assume P C = N P C . Then there is a decision problem in N P C \ P C that is not N P C -complete.
Proof. Let the sequences (v) and (w) be as in Theorem 3. We extend the according problems L Q (v) and L Q (w) to the complex numbers. This will give L C (v) and L C (w) respectively. Note that both L C (v) and L C (w) are closely related to their Q− counterparts : intersecting the input-resp. the "yes"-set of each of them with Q ∞ will give exactly the input-resp. the "yes"-set of the corresponding L Q -problem. Being obvious for the input-sets this follows for the "yes"-sets by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, see [2] , chapter 6. Now assume the class N P C \P C to consist of N P C −complete problems only. Both L C (v) and L C (w) belong to N P C :
Given x ∈ C n , in order to check the cluster n belongs to, the P Q algorithm of section 3 can also be performed over C. Moreover, HN C is in N P C .
Assume furthermore L C (v) to belong to P C . Then there is a polynomial time machine M deciding L C (v) . According to the transfer principle Theorem 1 there exist a BSS-machine M over Q and a constant c s.
Thus our second assumption is wrong and it follows N P C -completeness of L C (v) ; the same reasoning clearly holds true for L C (w) . But (v) and (w) have an exponential gap. Consequently according to Lemma 1 they are not N P C -complete. Hence the introductory assumption was wrong, which finishes the proof.
Let us conclude with some final remarks. The problems L C (v) and L C (w) used to establish the main theorem are quite artificial; the dimensions for which they coincide with HN C are chosen just in order to fool all polynomial time machines over Q according to a given enumeration and not by a "natural" condition. We consider it an interesting task to figure out more natural problems witnessing the main theorem. Here we just suggest one further problem which seems to be promising from that point of view.
Considering the N P C −completeness proof of HN C in [3] it turns out to be sufficient if all polynomials of the given system depend on three variables only.
Let 2 − HN C be the problem of deciding solvability of such a system, if all involved polynomials just depend on at most two unknowns.
On the one hand, the completeness proof for HN C lets 2−HN C seem unlikely to be N P C -complete, too : reducing higher degree systems to such of degree two uses substitutions intrinsically including equations with three unknowns. We don't see any way to proof N P C −completeness of 2 − HN C . On the other hand it can be shown that problems like complex Subset-Sum (given z 1 , . . . , z n ∈ C, does there exist a subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} s.t. i∈S z i = 1? ) can be reduced to 2 − HN C in polynomial time. Note that the discrete version of Subset-Sum (rational inputs) is N P -complete in the Turing model. Since there is no polynomial time algorithm known so far for complex Subset-Sum, this will give good reason to conjecture 2−HN C ∈ P C . Thus 2−HN C seems to be a reasonable candidate of a non-complete problem in N P C \ P C (as well as complex SubsetSum).
Finally consider the question treated in this paper for real BSS-machines. The above proof fails : there is no transfer principle available in order to reduce the uncountable real case to a countable situation. However, over R one wouldn't have to pay attention to the computability of the sequences (v) and (w) . The presence of the order relation allows to code any such sequence in a single real number, from which its components can be easily decoded (see [3] ). Nevertheless so far we see no way to build up sequences (v) and (w) such that the resulting problems L R (v) and L R (w) would force all (uncountable many) P R −machines to fail.
The situation over the real numbers will be treated more intensively in the forthcoming paper [1] .
